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ABSTRACT 
We study gamma nd sine functions attached to a finite dimensional linear epresentation of a Lie group 
including their multiple versions via zeta regularizations. These definitions allow us to understand several 
multiple gamma and sine functions known so far, such as Barnes' gamma functions, Shintani's ine 
ftmctions, and their q-analogues, in a unified way. Further, we discuss period integrals for such gamma 
fimctions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The multiple gamma function is first studied by Barnes [2] in 1900. Since then, 
several multiple gamma functions and multiple sine functions have been introduced, 
and have played important roles in number theory [30] and [14-16]. Also, these 
functions are closely connected with zeta functions theory such as developed in 
[22]. Furthermore, the zeta regularization method has been developed with various 
trial for obtaining determinant expressions of zeta functions and L-functions (see, 
e.g., [5,20] and [13]). It is indeed an important subject from the viewpoint of special 
functions, especially, in spectral geometry and mathematical physics (see, e.g., [27, 
28,8,11,20]). 
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The purpose of the present paper is to study a gamma nd sine functions attached 
to a finite dimensional linear representation f a Lie group via zeta regularizations. 
In order to define such gamma functions, it is necessary to study the analytic 
continuation of the zeta functions attached to a representation f a group [32]. 
This new notion naturally involves multiple versions of gamma nd sine functions. 
These definitions, therefore, allow us to understand several multiple gamma nd 
sine functions known so far, such as Bames' gamma functions, Shintani's ine 
functions, and their q-analogues in a unified way. For instance, one can show that 
the multiple elliptic gamma function [26] (see also [25]) is regarded as a multiple 
sine function defined from a q-analogue of the Barnes multiple gamma function 
(which is a simple case of a q-Shintani sine function defined in Section 3 of [32]). 
Moreover, we generalize the Raabe integral formula fd logF(t) dt = ½ log(2zr) to 
some such gamma functions in Section 4. We note that, quite recently, the Raabe 
type formula for the Shintani zeta function is deeply studied in [9] (see also [4,6]). 
Let G be a Lie group. Let (p, V) be a finite dimensional (linear) representation 
of G. For a r-tuple of elements 2/= (2/1, 2/2 . . . . .  2/r) and g e End(V), we define a 
multiple gamma function F~)p (g; F__) via the zeta regularized product as 
(1.1) F~!p(g; y__)-I := EI  tr(p(Y-a-) g) = 
n>>o 
o~ 
I~I tr(lo(2/ll2/;2 "" 2/nr) g) 
nl ,n2,...,nr=O 
where yn__ = y?l . . .  2 / ; r  fo r  2 /= (2/1 . . . . .  2/r) and _n = (h i  . . . . .  nr), when the asso- 
ciated zeta function has good properties explained below. The regularized product 
l~I is defined as follows (see, e.g., [11,19,13]): For a sequence a = {an}n=O,1 .... of 
non-zero complex numbers, we define a zeta function attached to a by the Dirichlet 
w,~ a-S We assume that the series converges absolutely when Re s series ~a(s) =/---,n=0 n • 
is large enough and further that the zeta function ~a(s) can be meromorphically 
continued to the region containing s = 0. Thus, in particular, we assume that the 
order of each p (2/i) is not finite. Then we define the (dot-)regularized product of the 
sequence a by 
(1.2) 
oo 
E Ian=exp( -Res~' ] .  
n=O \ s=0 s- ] 
Hence, if we define the zeta function f f~  (s, g;F_) of the corresponding data by the 
Dirichlet series ~)0 (s, g; F__) := Y~_n~>_0 tr(gp (y_n_))-s, which converges absolutely if
Res is sufficiently large, and assume that ffr(r,~(S, g; F__) can be meromorphically 
extended to the origin s = 0 we have 
(1.3) F~!p(g; F_)= eXP(sReoS ff(G~)(s, g; F_)/s2). 
For instance, let (p, C 2) be a 2-dimensional representation f the additive group 
G = C defined by p(z) := (~)  6 SL2(C). Then, for V = 1 and g = (x~l ~) e 
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End(C2), we have tr(p(1)ng) = x + n, whence rc,p(g; y) := l;In°c__0(n + x) -1 = 
F(x)/v'2-~ by the Lerch formula [24] for the classical gamma functign. Similarly, 
one can show that the Barnes multiple gamma function Fr(X ) -----exp((r'(0, x)) 
oo n defined through the multiple Hurwitz zeta function (r(S, x) = Y~nl,n2,...,nr=O( 1 + 
• "" + nr + x) -s is obtained in our scheme. (See Example 3.3. In general, see 
[32] for the Shintani zeta function.) Moreover, in view of the reflection formula 
F(x)F(1 - x) = zr/sin(zrx) of the P(x), we may naturally define a multiple sine 
function, or rather, it is necessary to introduce both a right, left and central multiple 
sine functions because of the non-commutativity of yj's (see Section 3). 
Throughout the paper, for simplicity, we are assuming that no element p(yj) c 
GL(V) is of finite order. Actually, if we consider the case where some p(yj) is an 
element of finite order Nj then the product aken over only from 0 to Nj - 1. We 
fix the log branch as 
logz=loglzl+iargz (-zr ~< argz < zr). 
Also, when the zeta function (a(S) is holomorphic at s = 0 we occasionally use the 
notation EI (according to [5]) in place ofl} I by dropping the centered ot. Moreover, 
we sometimes write I~)p (g) instead of F~!p (g; g_) if there is no fear of confusion. 
2. GAMMA FUNCTIONS FOR SL2(C )
To help a clear understanding of the picture, in this section, we give an explicit 
description of the gamma function of rank 1 (for a hyperbolic element y) attached 
to an irreducible finite dimensional representation f  G = SL2(C). 
For each non-negative integer £, let C[x] e be the space of polynomials in x degree 
at most £. Denote (Pe, C[x] e) the irreducible (£ + 1)-dimensional representation f 
G = SL2(C) defined by 
e /ax+b'~ 
(2.1, (pe(h)p)(x)=(cx+d)P~c-7---~) (pcC[x]e .h=( ;  bd)~G ).  
We determine the gamma functions F O) SL2(C),pe tg, V) for (Pe, C[x]e). To describe 
the result, we introduce the function G(q O (q, t2 . . . . .  te) defined by 
(2.2) 
oo 
G(q e) (tl, t2 . . . . .  te) = I-I (1 -t- qntl -t- q2nt2 +""  + q£nte) 
n=0 
for 0 < q < 1. Obviously, the product converges absolutely. When e = 1 it is the 
q-shifted factorial. 
a 0 Theorem 2.1. Let y = (o a -1) E SL2(C). Suppose lal > 1. Let g = diag(xe, X£--2, 
.... x-e) E End(C[x]e). Assume that xe ~ O. Then we have 
log xg 1 ) 
(2.3) (1) =a_~xem-~-2 G(£) {xe-2  xg-4 x_e FsL2(C)'Pe(g'y)-I a-2~ ~ ' Xg. . . . . .  Xg. " 
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Proof. Since pe(y)x k = a2k-ex k (0 <~ k <<. g.), we have 
t r (pg (~/)n g) = ~ xe_2jan(e-2j). 
j=0 
Denote the corresponding zeta function by (e (s, g). Then 
5F -s 
(e(s, g) = Z tr(p(y )n g)-S ---- xea n~" q- • - " 
n =0 n =0 L j = 1 
c o {  [~_..~Xg_2jan(g, 2 j ) l}-s  _ x-S ~ a -nse la-ne - • 
- e /_ . ,  I+X~-  
n=0 L j= I  
For simplicity, we assume that Ixel >> Ixe-2jl (1 <~ j ~< £). (This assumption can 
be removed.) Then, since [x~la-ne[Y-~= 1 xe_2jan(e-2J)][ < 1 it follows from the 
binomial theorem that 
e~ ~ k 
(e (s ,g )=x j~a-nSe~-~ {-s'~'-k--kneF~'~''x e u ~e-2j~"n('-2J~] 
=xeS~ x;k Za  IE x'-=ja I 
k=0 n=0 L j= I  J 
Recall the multinomial theorem 
k! al l  pm 
(a l  + ' " - t -am)  n = Z Pl! '"Pe! ""am " 
Pl +"'+Pro =n 
Then we have 
(e(s, g) = xe s Z k xe Z I pc) "~e-2"xe-4" 
k=0 pl+...+pe= k Pl.'" • • 
oo 
X Z a-n{s£+2(pl+2p2+"'+g'Pe)} 
n=0 
=xe Y~ k xe ~ Pl! '"Pe! 
k=0 Pl +'"+Pe =k 
gPl ~ P2 . .xP_I 
e-2~e-4 X 
1 - a -{S~+2(p l  +2p2+'"+£Pe)}"  
This shows (e(s, g) is meromorphic around s = 0. In particular, since (~s) = 
(-1)k s(s + l )"~-(, s +k-1) , we see that 
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O~ 
fig(s, g) - 1 -S - - -s ,  
k=l 
t,~ . 1,2 . xp~_e k~ xg_2.~e_4 •. X 
ZJ  P l  ! • • • Pe! 1 - a -2 (p l  +2p2+' ' '+epe)  
pl +...+ pe=k 
+O(s2) 
Note that 
Xe s 1 1 log xe 1 
1 -- a -S '  - - ,  log a s , log-~ + 
{ , logo}  (logxe) 2 1 logxe + s + O(s2). 
+ 2, logo 2 
Also, from the definition, we see that 
x_e /  log G~e)_ 2 xe-2 , xe -4  -S-. 
\ Xe Xe ~e 
O0 
= y~ log{1 + x ;  1 (a -2nxe_2  -[- a -4nxe-4  - [ - ' "  q- a -2enx-g)}  
n=0 
~-~ (-1)  k -k (a -2nxe_2  -4n a -2enx_£)  k = - + a xe-4  q - ' "  -[- k xe 
n=0 k=l 
~-~ ( -xe)  -k  k! _ pl . p2 . .xP~ .~e_2.~e_4. 
~ P l ! " 'Pe!  1 -- a -2(pl+zp2+'' '+epe)" 
k= 1 Pl +"+Pc =k 
Therefore, we obtain 
fig(s, g) (log xe) 2 1 , logo 
Res - -  -- - -  ~ logxe + - -  
s=O s2 2, log a 12 
( - log G~e)_ 2 xe-2 xe-4  
\ xe xe 
Hence the result follows immediately. [] 
Remark 1. By a quite similar way, one can determine the gamma function 
F (r) SL2(C),pt (g' F_F_) of rank r attached to the irreducible (, + 1)-dimensional irreducible 
representation f SLa(C). Actually, for 0 < ql . . . . .  qr < 1, if we define a multiple 
version of Geq (tl . . . . .  te) by 
(2.4) - -  enl enr- \ al; ':)...,qr)(tl . . . . .  te)= 1-I (1 +ql  1 ' ' ' qnr t  1 + ' ' ' - t -q l  " ' 'q r  re), 
nl ..... nr >/O 
since tr pg (yl l  ynr )  x-'~g . n l (g-2 j )  nr(e--2j) • "" = Z. . , j=O~e-2ja  1 " "Or  , one can show that 
(the inverse of) the gamma function F (r) sL2(c),p~tg, Y) is essentially given by 
X_g. G(r,e) :Xe-2 xe-4 ., ~- ) .  Details are left to the reader. (al2,...,ar2) " xe ' xe ' ' "  
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We close this section by providing another type of example. 
Example  2.1. Let G = GL3 (C) and consider the natural representation f G. Let 
h= 1 0 (0< Itl < 1). 
0 t 
- -  oo  m Then we have ~Im~_O tr(hmg) -- I~Im=o(2 q- mt). It actually exists. In fact, since 
oO 
~h(S, g) = Z 2-ms(1 -I- tm2-m) -s 
m=O 
=l- l -~'~2-msZ(- -1) ' (s - l - ' - - l ) ( tm2-m)g 
m=l  e=0 
oo  oo  
1 +s  Z (-1) e Z(tm) ,2_me _FO(s2 )
= 1+ e 
e=l  m=l  
1 1 1 log 2 
= log2 " -s + 2 -I- ~- -s  - s Z log(1 + tm2 -m) + O(s2), 
m=l  
by a calculation similar to the one in the preceding theorem, we observe that 
fh(S, g) is meromorphic at s = 0. Hence it follows that rh(g) := I~I~m=otr(hmg) -=- 
1 eo 1 2-i7 l - ' Im=l(+tm2-m) • 
3. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS AND SINE FUNCTIONS 
Let g ~ GL(V). Then, in view of the reflection formula of the gamma function F(x), 
(r L) (r R) we define a left and right sine functions SGI p (g; y__) and S~I p (g; ~) respectively by 
the formulas 
(3.1) S~I p(r L) (g; y) := F~!p(g; y_)-lF~!p(p(y)g-1; ~__) (-l)r , 
o( rR) .  (r) -1  (r) -1  y)( - -1)  r.  (3.2) ~Clp tg; Y__) := FG.p(g; Y_) Ff,p(g P(Y); 
In fact, since p(y)p(yn__) ~ p(yn_)p(y__) in general for _n e zr0, the left sine function 
is not necessary equal to the right sine function. Furthermore, we define another 
sine function (which is called a central sine) by 
f I (--1) r - I  
(3 .3 )  s(r?p (g; Y__ ):= I'_-I [ tr(p(×"+i)g-i)} , 
_n~>_o "_n~>_o -- J 
where yn+l = y?l+l. . .  ~/nr+l .  Obviously, if either r = 1 or Fi commutes with 
,~(r L) yj for every pair (i, j)  then all the three sine functions coincide; ~olp tg; ~) = 
(r,R) (r) . 
SG,p (g; Y) = SG,p(g, Y__). 
The translation property of the gamma function can be expressed as follows: 
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Proposition 3.1. We have 
(3 .4)  F d)  ~ " " (b  . G,ptPt)/)g; )/) F~)R(gP(Y); ×) )/). : , : tr(g)FG,p(g, 
Moreover, we have in general 
(3.5) 
r~!,(p()/j)g; L) p(r-1) =--G,p (g; ) /1  . . . . .  )/j-l,()/;1)/j+l)/j) . . . . .  ( ) / ;  1 ) / r ) / j ) ) -  1 
x F (r) G,p(g; )/1 . . . . .  )~j-l, )/j, ()/}-l)/j+l)/j) . . . . .  ()/71yr)/j)) • 
(3.6) 
F~!p(gp()/j); y ) = p(r-1) , _ --G,p (g;( ) / JY l ) /?  1) . . . . .  (Y j ) / j -1 ) / ? I ) ,y j+ ,  . . . . .  )/r) -1 
X F (r) G,p(g; ()/ J ) /1)/;  l)  . . . . .  (Y jY j - l y ; I ) , ) / j ,  ) / j+l  . . . . .  )/r). 
In particular, if )/ j satisfies the condition that )/ j )/i y;1)/i -1 E ker p for any 1 <. i <. r, 
then we have 
(3 .7)  F~IR(P()/J)g;Y), _ = r(r)G,p (gp() / j ) ;y)  = r~,pt ) (g  ;vY_j)'-] v ( r )  (G,p g" Y_)', 
where we put ~j  = ()/l . . . . .  )/j-l, )/j+l . . . . .  ) / r ) .  
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Eq. (3.8) in the following lemma (see, 
e.g., [13]). The latter follows from the uniqueness of the analytic ontinuation of 
the Dirichlet series Y~n tr(An Bn)-s. [] 
Lemma 3.2. For a sequence a = {an}n~t, whenever the appearing dot-products 
exist, we have 
(3.8) B an =EIan  E Ian '  
nEIHJ nE1 nEJ 
(3.9) E Ia~= an (k>0) ,  
ncl nc1 
/ N+I (_1)1_ 1 (log r)  / ReS~a(s)s l -21 B an (3.10) E I  ran =exp~ Z l! s=0 
nel \ /=1 / nel 
(3.11) B &--~ = Ban.  
nel nel 
(r > 0), 
Here N in (3.10) denotes the order of  the pole of  the zeta function ~a(S) at s = O. 
(r) Using the translation laws of F V,p (g; y_), we have the following periodicity of the 
sine functions, which is a generalization f the formula established in Theorem 2.1 
in [17]. 
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Corollary 3.3. Let g ~ GL(V). Then we have 
(3.12) (1) tr(g)SG,p(P(Y)g; Y) = tr(g-1)S~,) (g; y). 
Moreover, when Ya for 1 <. a ~ r satisfies the condition Yagigalgi -1 ~ kerp (1 ~< 
i <~ r), we have 
(r L) (r L) s(r-I,L) (.; ~ - - lo ( r , L ) -  
SG[ p (P(Ya)g; Y__) = Y__) = G,p SG'p (gP(Va); , ~__a ) ~G,p tg;Y), 
(r R) (r R) o ( r - -1  R) .  ~ ---1 o ( r  R ) .  . 





Proof. Assume that tr(g -1) 7~ 0. 
S(1). G,ptg; Y) 
SO)p(P(Y)g; Y) 
S~!p(p(ya)g; ~__) S(Gr!p(gp(~/a); ~__) o(r-1) . . . .  I s ( r )  . , = , aG,p tg;~a ) G,ptg" Y)" 
i-,(1). G,ptg; Y)F(GI!p(g-l p(y); y) 
Hence the (3.12) follows. Next, suppose that Ya satisfies the required condition. 
Then, by the translation law of the gamma function (3.7) (or Eq. (3.8)), it follows 
that 
(r R) 
SGip (gP(Va); L)  
r~)p(gp(ya); -1  r ( r )  -1 -1  , "~ ( -1 )  r 
= , Y )  G,p(P(Yo) g P(L)'Y__) 
= { L ) - '  (8; 
" x i'F(r-l)'o,p tg-lPtg__,)"v ,, Ea)r~)p(g_ ,p(y) ;  y)}(--1) r
- -  - -  F ( r -1 ) ' - - l  ^e 'v  ~, \ - {r~,;~)(g; Ca )-1 a,p  IN t,t£_a,'Ea)(-1Y-1} - I  
/F (r) (g; y ) - l r~!p(g - lp (y ) ;  z)( -1)r } X I G,p _ , 
,~( r -1  R) .  ~ . - lo f t ,  R ) .  
= aG,p " tg; ~_a ) '3G, ptg ;  Y_), 
because P(Ya)P(Yi) = P(Yi)P(Ya). Here, for the second equality, we have calculated 
as  
i.(r) (PO/a) - lg- lp(y) ;  g) - I  G,p 
= E tr(p(~n-)P(Va)-lg-lp(y-- )) 
_n~>0 
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= ~I tr(p(Ya)ep(~m)p(Va)-lg-lp(~a)P(Ya)) 
e>~o,m_>~o 
= EI tr(p(Ya)eP(Y---m)g-lp(Y---a)) 
~>o, mj>o 
I~I  vm --1 v = tr(p (y__a)g /0(Y__a)) 
m>~O 




e/>0, m j>0 
= F~,~I)(g-1 p(~a);  ~ o)-IF~!o (g-1/9( y); y) - l .  
Hence the periodicity of the right sine function ~(r,R)¢o. o6,p ,o, E) follows. The proof for 
o(r R)~ o(r) . . the aGip tg; Y__) and aG,ptg, Y) can be done similarly. [] 
Example 3.1. Let G = SZ2(~) and let p be the standard representation  C 2. Set 
2"1 = (I 0), Y2 "= (01 11) E G, and g = (z Y) E Mat2(C)(- End C2). Since 
x+mz y+mw "~ 
Y~Y~g= nx+(nm+l)z ny+(nm+l)w] '  
the attached zeta function (G(S, g; (Yl, Y2)) is given by 
oo 
(G(S,g; (Yl, ~/2)) := Z {tr(y~Y~ng)} -s
n,m=0 
oo 
= ~ (x+w+ny+mz+nmw) -s. 
n,m=0 
Clearly, the series converges absolutely for Res > 2. We see that (a(s, g; (Yl, Y2)) 
can be meromorphically continued to a region containing s = 0. First, note that 
x-t-w+ny-k-mz-k-nmw=w[(m-k-Y)(n-k-z)+ 
For simplicity, we assume that 
det g + 11)2 ] 
ii)2 J 
(3.16) y, z > w > 0, detg+ 113 2 < 1 and detg+ 11)2 
yz 11)2 < 1. 
Then we can calculate as 
(G(S, g; (Y1, Y2)) 
~m ( y ) -S (  wz)-S[ t +detg+W2y/w)(n+z/w)]-s = w -s m + n + -55.. 1 + w2tm 
n, =0 
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Y -s (detg q- tO2)g 
=w -s m+ w n+ 
n, =0 g" tO2e(m + Y/W)e(n + z/w)e 
=w-Sk( - -gs) ( tO-2detg+l )e i~, (s+&y/w) ;~(s+&z/w) ,  
g=O 
where the change of  the summations we made in the third equality above can 
be justified easily. Since Ig(e, y/w)l < 1, I~(~, z/w)l < 1 for sufficiently large g, 
and the Hurwitz zeta function ((s, t) is meromorphic in s 6 C, we see that the 
last expression above gives the meromorphic ontinuation of  the zeta function. 
Especially, we have the Laurent expansion of  gG(S, g; (2/1, 2/2)) at s = 0 as 
(G(S, g; (2/1, 2/2)) = tO-s[ ( (S, y /tO)~ (s, Z/W) 
-- (w-2 detg + 1)s~'(s + 1, y/w)~(s + 1, z/tO)] + O(s2). 
Since ((s, t) = ½ - t + {logr(t)  - (log2~r)/2}s + ¢1(t)s 2 q- O(s 3) and ~(s ,  t) = 
1 P'(t)  - sg (s+l ' t ) ,wehave~(s+l , t ) - s  r(t) +Yl(t)s+O(s2)ar°unds=O, where 
2/1(t) = -2c~ (t ). 
From the observation above, the gamma function can be defined: 
(3.17) • [ ' (2 )  / r s2)2(g, 2/1, 2/2):= G,ptg; (2/1, 2/2)) 
11 = (x + w + ny + mz + nmw) 
n, 0 
Then the translation laws of  the gamma function ['(2) ( , SL 2 g2/1 ° 2/1, 2/2) can be described 
as  
r(2) = rg,)p(g; 2/2) -1  SL 2 2/1 2//2) SL2(g2/1;  )"1, 2/2) [,(2)(g; , 
oo 
(2) . 
= U (x + w + nz) rsz 2 (g, 2/1, )"2), 
n=O 
[,(2) ( ~(1)  (o ;  --1 (21 sL2 2/2g; 2/1, 2/2) = la,p,~, 2/1) FsL2(g; 2/1, 2/2) 
oo 
-- U (x + w + my) ~(2) - -  ISL2  (g ;  2/1, Y2),  
n l~0 
that is, we obtain 
(3.18) 
-- ~/27ry ~- .--T- F F (2) 
- -  SL 2 Y)  ; Yl, Y2), tO 
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(3.19) 
p(2) ( (xWz y~to)  ) 
SL2 Z ; Yl, }'2 
=~2-'~zl x+w (~- ) - l F (2 '  ((Xz Y )  ) z F SL 2 ;V I ,Y2  , 
where we have used (3.10) together with the Lerch formula; [-[n~__oY(t + n) = 
1 y¢(O,t)i-l~ (t + n) x/2~y~-t/F(t) .  i in= 0 
Example  3.2. Let G = GL2(R) and p be the standard representation of  G. 
Put Yl = (q0) with q > 1 and Y2 = (~ 11). For g = (x y )E  Mat2(C), we have 
t r (y~y~g) = qmx + to +nzq m. The zeta function ff6(s, g; }'1, Y2) := Y~n=o(qmx +
to + nzqm) -s can be meromorphically extended to s 6 C. For simplicity, we 
assume that Itol < min(x, 1) and x > z/> 1. Then, in fact, since fie(s, g; }'1, y2) = 
y~oo "x -- n ,-s -ms m,n=0t -t- Z) q (1 + q-m x_~nz)-S, by the calculation similar to the examples 
above (or, see [32] for details), for Re s > 1, we obtain 
(3.20) 
co x g - s -e  
-i Z q- s+o • 
~=0 
Since g(s,x/z), s~(s + 1,x/z), and ~(s + &x/z)  (e >1 2) are holomorphic at 
s = 0, the meromorphy of  go(s, g; yl, y2) follows from the fact Ig(g, x/z)[ < 1 for 
sufficiently large g. Hence, we have the following (non-constant) gamma function 
attached to this data. 
(3.21) aL2 tg; Yl, Y2) := la ,p  ~ Yl, ~'2) = qm x + W + nzq ~) 
(n .m=0 
Then by (3.4) and (3.5), it can be shown that the attached gamma function 
F(2) GL2 (g; Y1, Y2) satisfies 
F(2) ( 1; F(1) " GL 2 gY 2/1, }'2) = GL2I, g, Y2) - IF (2 ) (g ;  2-'1, }'2) 
o~ 
=U(x+w+nz)  F (2) " " GL2 tg ,  Yl, Y2), 
n=0 
(2) F(1) . FGL2(Y2g; Yl, }'2) = GL2{,g, Y1) - l F (2 ) (g ;  Y1, Y2) 
oo 
= EI(qmx '~ 113) ~(2) ( ; IGL2 g V1, Y2), 
m=0 
that is, we have 
(3.22) GL2 qz 
= 
y) ; Y1, to 
F P(2) --GL 2 ; Y1, 1/) 
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(3.23) F(2) f{x+z  y+w)  ) GL2~ Z W ;Y l ,Y2  
l l _ l l ogqxo(  l/) "~ r (2 , ({X  y )  ) 
=q-~xg q-1, - -x  ] GL2~Z ;YI,Y2 , 
= ~ 1 where G(q -1, z) Hn=0(  -- q-nz) • The first translation law is essentially the 
same as the previous example and the second one can be shown in a similar way 
to Theorem 2.1. So we leave it to the reader. We may call this gamma function 
(2) . FGL 2 (g, Y1, Y2) a hybrid double gamma function because it has both the classical 
and the quantum characteristics atthe same time as we have seen above. 
By Proposition 3.1 it is easy to check the following 
Lemma 3.4. Let ~ be the Lie algebra of G. Suppose that Yo is written as go = e '°°x 
for some X e ~ and o9o e C. Let h e End(V). Then 
(3.24) 
F(r+l) . . r ( r+ l ) ,  h_,e_tX~, (e,OoX, F11, ., Fr_l) ) G,p (hp(e(t+~)x); ( e~X, F1 . . . . .  Fr)) 6,p ( P( f "" 
F (r+l)(h'~(~tX~" (e ~°°X, Y1, Yr))F~;1)(hp(e-(t-°'°)x); (e ~°°i, Yl  1 , Yr'-l)) G,p ~. t-'~.~ ], . . . ,  , . . . ,  
r(~)p(hp(e-tX); (y11 .. . . .  yrl)) 
F~!p(hp(etX); (Yl . . . . .  Yr)) 
Let us consider the situation that h e End(V) satisfies 
(3.25) tr(p(g)-lh) =-tr(p(g)h) (Vg e G). 
Further, assume that YiYjyi-lyj 6 kerp for i, j = O, 1 . . . . .  r. Then 
((r) (s, hp(e_tX); (y l  1 y r l ) )  G,p ' " ' ' '  
= Z {tr(hp(e-tX)p(F ln ' ' "yrnr)) l  -s 
n 1 ..... nr~O 
= Z { - t r (hp(etX)p(y l l ' "y rnr ) )} -s"  
n l ..... nr >/O 
Hence, if  all the "arguments of  p(etxyl l . . .  yrnr)" are  positive (resp. negative) we 
have 
~) (s, hp(e-tX); " " ,  YZ1)) =eq-Jrisk(r)sG,pk Is ' hp(etX); (F1, ..., Yr)), 
respectively, according to our fixed choice of  the log-argument. Therefore, since 
we are assuming the zeta function ~,)o (s, hp (etX); (gl . . . . .  Yr)) is meromorphic at 
s = 0, it follows that 
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logr~)p(hp(e-tX); ()/1-1 . . . . .  )/r- 1 )) 
1 2 (r) -- -zr Rest -  (s, hp(etX); ()/1 . . . . .  )/r)) 
2 s=O "~"P  ~ 
~.(r) ¢s hp(etX); ()/1 )/r)) 
4- zri Res ~6'P~ . . . . . .  
s=0 S 
+ logr~!p(hp(dx);  ()/1 . . . . .  )/r)). 
This shows that the fight-hand side of (3.24) is equal to 
exp{ -l~r2Res~(G~)2 s=O ,p (s, hp(etX); (gl, • • •, Yr)) 
~.(r) (S hp(etX); (F1,. , Yr)) I 
+ zriRes bG'P~" ' "" . / s=0 S 
Example  3.3. Let 7/ = ewiX,x = (°ol) E M2(C) and suppose that Imcoi > 0 for 
all i. Consider the standard representation f G = SL2(C). Take h = (o 1). Then h 
satisfies the condition (3.25) for G. It is immediate to see that the zeta function 
~3)(s, hp(etX); (Y1 . . . . .  )/r)) in this case is the multiple Hurwitz zeta function 
(r (s, t, ~) = Y~nl ..... nr=0( t + nlcol + "" + nrcor) -s and hence the corresponding 
gamma function is the Barnes gamma function Fr(t, O9) = lqnl ..... ,r=0(t + nlcol + 
... + nrcor) -1 . Since (r(S, t, o9) is holomorphic at s = 0, from the lemma above we 
obtain 
(3.26) Fr+l (t + coo, (coo, ~) )F r+l ( - t ,  (coO, -O9)) = eZri(r(O,t,~o). 
Fr+l (t, (coO, o9))rr+l (--t + coo, (coO,--O9)) 
Remark.  Comparing the poles of the Barnes gamma function [3], we notice that 
there exists an entire function fr+l (t, (coo, @) such that 
rr+l(t ,  (coo, co))Fr+i(-t  + (oo, (090,-~)) 
= e-rr i fr+l (t'(wO'W-)) H (1 - e2Jri(t+n-'w-)) -1  . 
n>~o 
From (3.26), it is easy to see that 
f r+ l  (t + gO0, (COO, CO)) -- f r+ l  (l, (COO, CO)) = ~r(0, t, CO). 
Thus, it is quite natural to expect hat ~r+l gives f r+ l .  It is actually true. Indeed, 
recently, it was proved in [9] that fr+l (t, (coo, w_w_~) = ~r+l (0, t, (COO, @) using the 
Raabe type formula discussed in the subsequent section. It generalizes the relation 
between Barnes' double gamma function and the modular function appearing in the 
Kronecker second limit formula in [30] (see [9]) when r = 1. 
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4. PERIOD INTEGRALS 
It has been discussed quite recently in [4,6,9] that 
(4.1) 
1 
f ~(s,x) dx =0 
0 
when Res < 1. This fact follows from a simple integral equation described in the 
following lemma, which is derived from the ladder structure of the zeta function. 
See Example 4.1 below. 
We regard the integral above as a period integral because the interval (0, 1] is 
the fundamental domain for the action of the additive group Z on R. (It is also 
considered as the constant term of the Fourier expansion of the integrand.) 
Lemma 4.1. Let 1~ be a Lie algebra of the Lie group G. Consider the zeta function 
ga,p(s, g,g_)= ~n_>~O, n eZ~otr(p(g__n-)g) -s attached to a representation (p, V) of 
G, where 7' = (7,1 . . . . .  7,r). Write 7,1 = e xl for X1 ~ ~. Suppose that there exists a 
function Fs (t, X) on R x End(V) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) ~TFs(t, g) = tr(etXg) -s, 
(2) there is a positive real number a such that limt~oo Fs(t, p( 7,n_)g) = 0 when 
Res > a uniformly for g E U for any compact subset U of End(V) and 
_n c Z~0. 
Then we have for x c ~ and Re s > a 
x+l  e~ 
f ~(a~(s'hp(etX')'g--) d t=-  
x n2."',nr=O 
V,(x. p(V;' .. • 7,;r)h). 
Proof. By the condition, we may change the order of the integration and summa- 
tion: 
x+l  




= f ~ tr(p(e(~+nOX17,22""2r)h)-'dt 
x nl,n2,-",nr=O 
oo  o(3 
~2 ~2 [F,(t + hi, p(y;'. , , . , lx+l  = .. y; r)njJ  
n2,.. . ,nr=Onl=O 
oo  
=-  ~ F+,P(Y2'7,;Oh). [] 
n2,...,nr =0 
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(, ~oj~ = expXj ~ SL2(C), where Xj := o9j(o ~). Then, as Example 4.1. Let yj = ~o 1 i 
(r) before, the zeta function (c,p (s, g; F) for the standard representation p of SL2(C) 
is given by (~(s ,  g; y__) = (r(S, trg, z~__) when g = (z Y) for o) = (o91 . . . . .  ogr) E C r. 
Hence, for Res > r, we have from the lemma above that 
xl+l 
f (~)(S, getlXl;y__) dtl 
Xl 
1 
Z.., (s - 1)zogl 
n2,...,nr=O 
(trg + Z{XlO)I -}-n2o)2 -+-.-" q-nrOgr}) - s+l  . 
The change of the order of the integration and summation above can be easily 
justified. Repeating this process, we find that 
xl+l xr+l 
(4.2) f ... f (~)p(s, geqX'"'etrXr;E) dt,...dtr 
X 1 Xr 
1 
-~- r r r (trg -~- Z{Xlogl + ' ' "  -~- XrO)r}) -s+r 
z lqk=l(s -- k) I-Ik=l ogk 
for Re s > r. Obviously, the right hand side, as well as the left hand side, can be 
meromorphically continued to the whole plane C. Now we assume that the both 
sides are meromorphically extended to Re s < r. Then, using the Cauchy integral 
theorem, we have 
Xl/1 xr+l (gl)p (S, geqX l  .. " etrXr; Y)  f ReSs=0 ' s 2 -- dh'"dtr 
Xl Xr 
1 1 ~(  
= .Res r • trg +Z{Xlo91 +... +XrWr}) -s+r 
zr r"[rl lk=l ogk s=0 l~k=l(S -- k) 
(--1)r ( t rg+z{x lo91  ~- '" '+-XrO)r})  r F 
Z rr! ~Ik=l ogk 
× {- log(trg + Z{Xlo91 + ' ' "  +XrO)r}) -1- Hr},  
where weput Hr = 1 + 1/2 +. . -+  1/r. 
By the definition of the gamma function associated with this zeta fimction, it 
follows that 
(4.3) 
Xl+l xr+l f f l ogF~p(get lX l ' ' ' e t rXr ;~__ )  d t l ' ' ' d t r  
xt Xr 
xl+l xr+l 
= f "" f logI'r(trg+z{tlCOl+'"+trogr})dtl'"dtr 
X 1 Xr 
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( -1)  r-1 
r 
- -  r zrr! Hk=l ('Ok (trg ÷ Z{XlOgl + . . .  + XrO)r}) 
x {log(trg + Z{XlO)  1 -~- • ' '  + XrO)r} ) -- Hr} 




f ' " f logFr(t lCOl+'"-btrOgr)dt l ' "dtr=O. 
0 0 
If we take r = 1, we get 
1 
f 1 log 2zr (4.5) log I'(t) dt = 
0 
from the Lerch formula Fl(x) = []n=0(n + x) -1 = F(x)/V'-2-~. This is known as 
the Raabe formula. Note that this is equivalent with the Euler's famous formula 
f~/Zlog(sinx)dx =-~log2 in [7]. The discussion made above can be applied 
to the case of the Shintani (and its slightly generalized version of) zeta functions 
[29]. Indeed, since the Shintani gamma function is given by a product of the 
Barnes multiple gamma functions [32] (up to a polynomial factor, and this fact was 
already clarified in [29]), the corresponding formula (4.3) for the Shintani gamma 
function is directly obtained from the above one. Putting trg -- xl . . . . .  xr = 0 
in the analytically continued one of (4.2), we have fl . . . f~(r(s,  hcOl + ... + 
trOgr, w)dq. .  "dtr = 0 when Res < r. In [9] one can find the same formula for 
the Shintani zeta function. 
Example 4.2. Recall the situation in Example 3.1: Let G = SL2(~)  and let p be the 
standard representation  C 2. Set X = (o 1) and Y = (00). Then Yl = (I ~) = exp Y 
and F2 = (0111) = exp X. Hence, for g = (x y) ~ EndC2, we see that 
oo  
(G(s' getY ; (Yl' Y2)) = Z {tr(e(t+n)Y emX g) } -s 
n,m=O 
oo 
---- Z (x+w+ny+mz+nmw+t(y+mw))  -s" 
n,m=O 
We consider the following period integral I (a, fi) for or, fl ~> 0 defined by 
f i+ la+l  
(4.6) I(ot, f l ) := f f (G(s, epX getY; (Fl, F2))dtd p. 
First, by Lemma 4.1 we note that 
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ol+l 
f (G(S, getY; (Yl, Y2)) dt 
OI 
_ 1 ~m~O 1 (x + w + mz + ot(y + mw)) -s+l 1 s = y+mw 
Therefore we have 
I (o l , /~)  - 
fl+l 
1- s y + (m + p)w m=O/~ 
x {x+w+oty+(m+p)(z+aw)}-S+ldp 
O0 
_ 1 f l___2___{x+w+=y+p(z+~w)}_,+ldp" 1 -s  y+pw 
• We first consider the case w = 0. Then, if yz # 0 we have 
1 1 
I (or, f l )  = - -  • (x  + oty + f i z ) -S+2 yz (1 - s ) (2 -s )  
when Re s > 2. Therefore, by the same procedure in the previous example using the 
Cauchy integral formula we see that 
,B+l ot+l 
f f l°gra(( x+ty+pz Yo);(Fl, g2))dtdp 
-- (X+OlY+flZ)2{Iog(x+olY+flZ)--~I2yz 
by noting that 
ePXgetr=(lo P)(Xz YO)(: O1)=(x+ty+pz 0)" 
Hence, in particular, putting ot =/~ = 0 we have 
(4.7) 
1 1 
ffl°gr ((  +'y+pzz 
0 0 
0) ;  (gl, Fz))dtdp 
-- 2yz l ogx -  >0. 
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• Next we consider the case w # 0. For simplicity, we assume that x+w+Ctyz+otw )/ 
Z > --13. Then, since 
to  
0< 
1 = l~- - , (X+to+oty  
y+pw w~__O \ Z+otw 
Y )e (  P+ x zJc~-w+to+otY']-(e+l)'l 
to 
we can calculate for Re s > 1 as 
I(ot,/3) = - - -  
1-s  "L(Z+otw)-S+l~of(X-t-w+otYto = Z-l-otto Y)(  
x + w + oty ] - s -e  
x p+ z---+-~w / dp 
(x )  
1 1 otw)_S+l~-~(x+w+oty 
- - s  "7  ( z+ 1 ~__~\ z+--~w 
1 (  x +w+oty)  -s-g+l 
x - - / 3 +  
s+~- - I  z+otw 
1 1 °~ 1 (detg+w2)  g 
s - l 'w~Os+g-1  
x (trg + oty +/3z + ot/3w) -s-e+l. 
Notice that, at the origin s = 0, we have the Laurent expansions: 
and 
(s - -  1) 2 
• = 1 + 2s + O(s2), 
1 
( s+g-1) (s -1 )  £ -1  
1 1 
- s + 1 
s(s - 1) s \ / {( 1)} 
1 1+ 1 £ -1  S +O(s  2) for£~>2 
(trg + oty +/3z + a/3w) -s 
= 1 - s log(trg + oty +/3z + ot/3w) 
s 2 
+ -~-{log(trg + oty +/3z + ot/3w) } 2 + O(s3). 
These show that 
I(ot, 15) 
w x Res - -  
s=0 S 2 
= (trg + oty + flz + ot/3w) {2 - log(trg + oty + flz + otflw) } 
(detg-~-w2) I - -1  log( t rg+oty+ flz+otflw) + + 
21 otY /3 ) [  ] {log(trg+ + /3z + ot w . 2 
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+ {log(trg + (~y + fiz + otflw) - 1} 
1 /detg+w2\  e × Z ~-i ~ -tO-- ) (tr g q-ety -F flZ -F otfiw) -.+1 
e=2 
oo 1 {detg + w2"~ e 
+Z(e  -1)2~, -w- ) (trg+etY+flzWctflw)-e+l" 
~=2 
By the definition of the gamma function, in terms of the logarithmic and di- 
logarithmic functions, we obtain 
where 
f l+ l  ol+l 
f f '°.'~(( ~+'z+'+p'z+tw Y+PW)(yl.V2)) ' 
Ol 
= l [ ( t rg  +oty + flz + otflw){2- ,og(trg +oty + fiz + otflw)} 
+ (detg+_ w2){-l+Iog(trg+oty+,z+et, w) 
I 
2 {log(trg + oty + flz + otflw)} 2 
( detg-+ w2 
+ {log(trg + oty + flz + (~flw) - 1 } Lil w(trg + oty + flz + otflw) ,/ 
+Li2 w(trg+oty+flz+~flw) ' 
oo g 
Lik(z) := (k ----- 1, 2 .... ). 
£=1 
If we put a = fl = 0 then 
1 1 
f f l°gFG(( x+pz+ty+ptwz+tw Y+wPW)'(VI'V2)) dtdp 
0 0 
=l[(trg){2-1og(trg)}+(detg+w2) 
1 (log(tr g))2) × 1( -1  +log(trg) - ~ 
+( log( t rg ) - l ) L i l (detg -kw2] \  wtrg / +Li 2\(detgwtrg + w2)] }]" 
Example 4.3. It is easy see from the discussion in Example 3.2 that the q-Hurwitz 
n qX/2_q-X/2 zeta function (q(S, x) = ~n=O[ + X]q s, where [X]q = ql/2_q-1/2, is regarded as 
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the one for the group representation. (See [32] for a generalized version, i.e., a 
q-analogue of the Shintani zeta function.) Since 
O 1~ l °gq  1/2 t'o(n+x)/2 _a_,~-(n+x)/2h[~ -1-rl -s 
~--~-x [n+ xlq s+l = (-s ÷ .Jq17-£~S-1/i, u -- ~1 ,t . . . .  Jq 
by the same procedure above, it is not hard to see the relation 
(4.8) 
x+l 
4(s - 1) . / 
1ogq 1/2 f {(s - 2)ffq(S - 2,t) ÷ (q1/2 _ q-1/2)2 ~q(s,t) I dt 
X 
,~-x/2 _ qX/2 ÷ ~ [x] - s+ l  
ql/2--q----~ q 
when Res > 2. Now recall the formula in [12] (in [31], the formula was already 
obtained but the convention of q-analogue is different) which gives the analytic 
continuation of ffq (s, t) to the entire plane C: 
(4.9) 
~q(S,t)=(ql/2 q-l/2)s~-~.(s Wk-- l'~q(k+s/2)(1-t) 
k=0 k } 
To describe the formula for the q-gamma function Fq (x) we now introduce the 
following function with two parameters a e C and q > 1. 
oo v~[Rea] q-j(n+x) }q(n+x)a 
Oa,q(X)= Hn=O{(1--q-(n+X))enL+/71 J 
Vi~=o( 1_ q-(n+x))q( ) 
if Re a ~> 1, 
if Rea < 1, 
where [b] denotes the integer part of b e •. One can find that Oa,q(X) has an 
obvious functional equation for the translation x --+ x + 1. Note also that the 
q-gamma function is given by Fq (X) = Oq (O)Oq (X)-1 (q 1/2 __ q-1/2) 1-X qX(X-1)/4, 
where Oq(x) = O0,q(X) = G(q -1, q-X) (see [12] for the definition of Fq(X) which 
is slightly different from the one in [1]). Moreover, we have 
OO 
(4.10)  logOa,q(X)--- ~ ! .  q(j-a)(1-x). 
j=min{1,[Rea]+l} J qj-a _ 1 
In fact, for instance, when Re a 7> 1, we observe that 
{ I lOgOa,q(X)= ~q(n+x)a log(l_q-(n+x)) + Z q n=0 j= l  J 
oo ~ q-j(n+x) 
~--- -Z q(n+x)a E j 
n=0 j=[Rea]+l 
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OQ OO =-- ~ lq-x(j-a) y~q -n(j-a) 
j=[Rea]+l  J n=0 
~--- ~ lq_x(j_a) l 
j=[Rea]+l  J 1 - -  q-(j-a)' 
whence the formula (4.10) follows. 
Using Eq. (4.9), we have the analytic ontinuation for the both sides of (4.8). 
Hence, from (4.8) together with (4.10) we obtain 
xq-1 
logql/2 f {log((Q-l,q(t)-l(Qq(t)2Ol,q(t) -1) -b pq(t,q t) 
x 
4 } 
- (ql/Z__q-1/2)2 1OgFq(t) dt 
qX/2 + q-x/2 
= ql/2 _ q-l~2 [X]q log[x]q. 
Here pq (x, y) is a polynomial of two variable which is computable explicitly but 
we omit the form. 
Remark .  In 1847, Kummer got the following formula for the gamma function: 
1 oo (logn) sin(2Jrnx) log(2zr) + F o~ sin(2rrnx) 
+ Z logF(x) = ~ Z n zr n 
n=l  n=l  
1 o~ cos(2zrnx) 1 
+ log(2zr). 
q -2Z  n 
n=l  
Hence the formula (4.5) is clear from this Fourier expansion. Also, from this 
expansion, it is obvious to see another formula like as 
1 
f logF(t) sin(2zrnt) dt -- log2zrn + F (n = 1, 2 . . . .  ) 
2zrn 
0 
(see [6] for this sort of the calculations). In this sense, Kummer's type formulas 
for multiple gamma functions tudied in [18] give us the same kind of formulas 
when the weights 09 are rational. Thus a general interesting question appears if 
one considers the non-commutative Fourier coefficients of the logarithm of the 
gamma function Fc,p(x,y) according to the irreducible decomposition of the 
representation f a subgroup of G. 
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